Feng Shui Training by Simon Brown Leading to Accreditation with the Feng Shui Society
Class

Teacher

Description

Outcome

Chi / Qi Flow 1

Simon
Brown

Explore how chi flows through nature and spaces.
Corridors, corners, room proportions, doors,
windows, ceiling height, furniture, materials, mirrors.

Students understand and feel chi
in their homes

5 Nov 2020 Thu

Chi/Qi

Simon
Brown

Connection to everything. Qi applied to feng shui,
acupuncture, Chinese medicine, qi kung,
macrobiotics

To be able to give examples of
how qi flows through humans and
everything else

7 Nov 2020 Sun

Chi/Qi

Simon
Brown

Qi kung, healing, tai chi, meditation, chanting and
sensing.

Feel Chi

8 Nov 2020 Sun

Chi / Qi Flow 2

Simon
Brown

Sources of chi, reflecting chi and transforming chi.
How to change and enhance human chi.

Students experiment with plants,
flowers, meditation, images and
mirrors to change the chi in a
room

12 Nov 2020 Thu

San Cai

Simon
Brown

Heaven and Earth chi in the human body, in nature
and through buildings. Relationships with the sun,
moon, stars and earth. Cyclical influences and
statistics. Polarity and movement. Explore
connections to nature.

Identify when the most popular
time to have a party, meditate,
open and business, get married,
conceive, lose weight, detox, buy
books…

14 Nov 2020 Sat

YinYang

Simon
Brown

Understand YinYang & apply to people, lifestyle,
emotions, food, homes, colours, materials.

Describe nature using a YinYang
language.

15 Nov 2020 Sun

5 Animals

Simon
Brown

Sitting and facing directions. Exterior and interior
form. Creating a healthy work space. Prioritising
form and directions. The influence of seating, body
posture and space on human chi flow.

Students take photographs of
their sitting and working spaces.

19 Nov 2020 Thu

5 Elements /
Transformations

Simon
Brown

Understand YinYang with 5 transformations and
Describe nature using a YinYang
apply to people, lifestyle, emotions, food, homes,
and 5 transformation language.
colours, materials. Understand the cycles of YinYang
and 5 transformations and how they work together.
To be able us practically to change the chi of a
space.

22 Nov 2020 Sun

Practical
Application

Simon
Brown

Setting up a healthy work space in terms of oﬃce,
meetings and interaction. Explore ideal places to
relax, sleep, meditate. Preparation to set up ideal
work space

Student learn how to set up their
ideal work space

26 Nov 2020 Thu

Practice

Simon
Brown

Setting up a healthy work space review.

Review of students ideal work
space

YinYang and 5
Transformation
applications

Simon
Brown

Apply YinYang and 5 Transformations to people,
emotions, food, homes, nature, urbane
environments, time, cycles, chi flow.

Be able to give examples of
YinYang / 5 Transformations from
own life and make changes
recording the outcomes.

28 Nov 2020 Sat

8 Trigrams

Simon
Brown

Understand trigrams as a progression from yin to
yang to yin… Learn and appreciate the symbols.
Understand the way chi flow is represented through
trigrams and their position in the pre and late
sequence.

Be able to draw the trigrams from
yin to yang to yin and write the
symbols. Create a map with the 8
directions with the trigrams in the
pre and late sequence.

5 Dec 2020 Sat

Compass Reading

Simon
Brown

How to take compass reading, why and where. How
to use maps to take compass readings. The
influence of the sun. How to get directions from the
sun.

Students take a compass reading
of their home and compare this to
the directions obtained through
Google Maps or Earth

10 Dec 2020 Thu

Lo Shu / Ba Gua

Simon
Brown

Understand the Yellow River map, day, lunar, solar,
cycles, directions, chi, YinYang, 5 transformations,

Construct the lo shu / ba gua.

12 Dec 2020 Sat

Lo Shu / Ba Gua

Simon
Brown

Apply the lo shu to humans, lifestyles, careers,
relationships, health, money, projects and homes or
work spaces.

Apply the lo shu to students own
home.

13 Dec 2020 Sun

8 Mansions / Ba
Zhai and the Chi of
conception,
pregnancy, birth
and childhood.

Simon
Brown

Calculate Kua number. Work out east or west life
Students calculate Kua number.
group. Explore issues of nocebos and the phycology Work out east or west life group
of positive feng shui. Explore natural energy and
along with best directions.
idea that we adopt the energy present during our
birth. Look the chi of conception, pregnancy and
birth, along with childhood influences.

17 Dec 2020 Thu

Lo Shu / Ba Gua

Simon
Brown

Apply the lo shu to sleeping and sitting directions,
colours, materials, feng shui remedies and interior
design

20 Dec 2020 Sun

1

To be able to enhance the energy
of a space using the segments of
the lo shu

Date

Day

3 Dec 2020 Thu

Class

Teacher

Description

Outcome

Lo Pan 1

Guest FSS
teacher

Learn how to read the basic lo pan rings. 8 Trigrams
& 24 Mountains

Read the 8 Trigrams & 24
Mountains rings on the lo pan

7 Jan 2021 Thu

Practice using the
Lo Shu

Simon
Brown

Practice under supervision with review

Practice under supervision with
review

9 Jan 2021 Sat

9 Ki / People 1

Simon
Brown

Use the lo shu to create human charts based on
DOB. Read charts in YinYang & 5 Transformations

Students create their own chart
with interpretation.

10 Jan 2021 Sun

Lo Pan 2

Guest FSS
teacher

Learn how to read the basic lo pan rings. 8 Trigrams
& 24 Mountains

Read the 8 Trigrams & 24
Mountains rings on the lo pan

14 Jan 2021 Thu

9 Ki / People 2

Simon
Brown

Use the lo shu to create human charts based on
DOB. Read charts and apply to space in terms of a
home.

Use the lo shu to create human
charts based on DOB. Read
charts and apply to space in terms
of a home.

16 Jan 2021 Sat

9 Ki / Timing

Simon
Brown

Understand natural cycles and the timing of events
as well as best directions. Learn to apply 9ki to
relationships.

Students create a 9 ki spiral of
their own history and look for
patterns.

17 Jan 2021 Sun

Flying Stars

Guest FSS
teacher

Construct a flying star chart for a building

Students create a chart of their
own home.

21 Jan 2021 Thu

9 ki / Moving Home

Simon
Brown

Directions and moving. Distance, culture, direction
and timing. Applying 9 ki to moving home as well as
exploring a check list for the ideal feng shui home.

Students create chart for their last
move and assess the influences.

23 Jan 2021 Sat

Practice 9Ki

Simon
Brown

Practice under supervision with review

Practice under supervision with
review

24 Jan 2021 Sun

Flying Stars

Guest FSS
teacher

Construct a flying star chart for a building

Students create a chart of their
own home.

28 Jan 2021 Thu

Macrobiotics and
food

Simon
Brown

Learn basic nutrition in terms of proteins,
carbohydrates, fats, vitamins, minerals, photonutrients, including which food have them, how we
absorb the nutrients and why we need them.

Students try out macrobiotic
recipes.

31 Jan 2021 Sun

Flying Stars

Guest FSS
teacher

Read and interpret the flying star chart

Students read a chart of their own
home

4 Feb 2021 Thu

Macrobiotics and
food

Simon
Brown

Understand the energy of foods and how each
natural food can be defined in terms of YinYang and
5 transformations.

Students try out macrobiotic
recipes.

6 Feb 2021 Sat

Macrobiotics and
food

Simon
Brown

Explore acid/alkaline forming, inflammatory, GI
foods.

Students try out macrobiotic
recipes.

7 Feb 2021 Sun

Flying Stars

Guest FSS
teacher

Read and interpret the flying star chart

Students read a chart of their own
home

11 Feb 2021 Thu

Macrobiotics and
food

Simon
Brown

Explore the chi of foods in terms of growing time,
part of plant, location, climate character, nature and
evolution.

Students try out macrobiotic
recipes.

13 Feb 2021 Sat

EMF

Simon
Brown

Measuring EMF, reducing exposure, earthing, sleep
and foods to reduce the eﬀect of free electrons in
the body and at a cellular level.

Students experiment with changes
to their home, diet and lifestyle.

14 Feb 2021 Sun

Flying Stars

Guest FSS
teacher

Exploring possible enhancements 1

Students apply various feng shui
enhancements to their own home
and photograph.

18 Feb 2021 Thu

Practice EMF

Simon
Brown

Students buy their own EMF meter. Practice under
supervision with review

Students buy their own EMF
meter. Practice under supervision
with review

21 Feb 2021 Sun

Flying Stars

Guest FSS
teacher

Exploring possible enhancements 2

Students apply various feng shui
enhancements to their own home
and photograph.

25 Feb 2021 Thu

Evidence Based
Feng Shui

Simon
Brown

Creating a Healthy Home. Review evidence on
colours, plants, views, images, light, sunlight,
acoustics and potentially toxic materials and their
influence on emotions and health.

Students read paper on Evidence
Based Feng Shui

27 Feb 2021 Sat

Evidence Based
Feng Shui

Simon
Brown

Understand the psychological relationship between
the mind and environments. Explore evolutionary
influences. Understand the influence of the
unconscious on decisions and the influence of our
environment on our unconscious.

Students walk through their home,
cafe, museum, art exhibition…
trying to understand how the
unconscious mind might be
reacting to various influences.

28 Feb 2021 Sun

2

Date

Day

Class

Teacher

Description

Outcome

Practice Flying
Stars

Guest FSS
teacher

Practice under supervision with review

Practice under supervision with
review

4 Mar 2021 Thu

Practice Flying
Stars

Guest FSS
teacher

Practice under supervision with review

Practice under supervision with
review

11 Mar 2021 Thu

Apply feng shui to
careers

Simon
Brown

Student learn how to set up their ideal work space

Student learn how to set up their
ideal work space

14 Mar 2021 Sat

Feng Shui Therapy
and life coaching

Simon
Brown

Gathering information, listening skills, judgement,
understanding people’s needs, mirroring, NLP,
summarising, questioning using the health coaching
method. Placebos / Nocebos

Practice

18 Mar 2021 Thu

Face and Body
Reading 1

Simon
Brown

Learn how to apply YinYang and 5 Transformations
to face and body reading.

Student to assess themselves and
others.

21 Mar 2021 Sun

Consultation
Practice

Simon
Brown

Students practice consultation skills with each other
under supervision

Practice consultation skills

25 Mar 2021 Thu

Face and Body
Reading 2

Simon
Brown

Specific face reading features in the 5
transformations.

Students to assess themselves
and friends.

27 Mar 2021 Sat

Face and Body
Reading 3

Simon
Brown

Applying face reading to health, character and
relationships.

Students assess photographs and
videos.

28 Mar 2021 Sun

Report Writing

Simon
Brown

Using floor plans, photographs, text and other
media in creating reports.

Students create 4 full reports.

1 Apr 2021 Thu

Reading and
working with floor
plans and
architectural
drawings

Simon
Brown

Creating feng shui reports using floor plans and
drawings. Taking compass readings and applying
directions / lo shu to floor plans. Diﬀerent methods
to mark up drawings with feng shui
recommendations.

Students apply lo shu and mark
up sample floor plan.

8 Apr 2021 Thu

Report Writing
Practice

Simon
Brown

Creating a report including the main ideas learnt on
the course

Students create a report with floor
plans, images and text.

15 Apr 2021 Thu

Healing Feng Shui

Simon
Brown

Creating healthy homes for less stress, healing and
emotional well-being.

Students photograph changes to
home

22 Apr 2021 Thu

Practice Healing
Feng Shui

Simon
Brown

Practice under supervision with review

Practice under supervision with
review

29 Apr 2021 Thu

Redecoration

Simon
Brown

Applying feng shui to interior design in terms of
colours, materials, layout of furniture, lighting…

Students look for interior design
images and describe from a feng
shui perspective

6 May 2021 Thu

Practice Interior
Design Feng Shui

Simon
Brown

Practice under supervision with review

Practice under supervision with
review

13 May 2021 Thu

I Ching 1

Simon
Brown &
Filipa Silva

Understand the purpose and history of divination.
Explore destiny and free will. Explore the idea of
accessing the unconscious to make decisions and
the idea of letting a process with random outcomes
make decisions for us.

Students discuss the pro and
cons of destiny versus free will.

15 May 2021 Sat

I Ching 2

Simon
Brown

Understanding the hexagrams and learning how to
construct a hexagram using coins. Looking up and
reading hexagrams in the I Ching.

Students apply the process to use
the I Ching to make a decision.

16 May 2021 Sun

Architecture

Simon
Brown

Applying feng shui to new builds including layout,
orientation, materials, entrances, windows, heating,
function…

Students design the ideal feng
shui home.

20 May 2021 Thu

Practice
Architectural Feng
Shui

Simon
Brown

Practice under supervision with review using
photographs and videos.

Practice under supervision with
review

22 May 2021 Sat

Green Architecture

Simon
Brown

Insulation, materials, natural ventilation, natural
heating, heat retention, natural shade from plants,
grey water, solar panels, wind power

Students design the ideal
environmental home.

27 May 2021 Thu

Apply feng shui to
stress

Simon
Brown

Students learn how to apply feng shui to a client
with stress using YinYang, 5 transformations, lo shu
and feng shui remedies

Students write feng shui protocols
for stress

3 Jun 2021 Thu

Meridians

Simon
Brown

Students understand the movement of chi in terms
of meridians. Heaven / Earth, 5 Transformations /
Elements, YinYang , Organs and position on the
body.

Students review notes, drawings
and diagrams and apply to their
own body.

5 Jun 2021 Sat

Meridians

Simon
Brown

Students learn the basic route of each pair of 12
meridians, including the beginning and end.

Students trace each meridian on
their own and a friends body.

6 Jun 2021 Sun

3

Date

Day

Class

Teacher

Description

Outcome

Date

Apply feng shui to
starting
relationships

Simon
Brown

Students learn how to apply feng shui to a client
starting a relationship using YinYang, 5
transformations, lo shu, 9 ki and feng shui remedies

Students write feng shui protocols
for relationships

10 Jun 2021 Thu

Acupressure points

Simon
Brown

Students to learn the location and use of
LG1, LI4, ST36, SP6, HT1, SI11, KD1, BL67, TH5,
HP8, LV3, GB21 .

Students try out acupressure
points with teacher.

12 Jun 2021 Sat

Chakras

Simon
Brown

Students learn the position and characteristics of
each chakra. Apply the the YinYang matrix to the
meridians. Understanding the chakras as a model
for therapy.

Students locate the chakras on
their own body.

13 Jun 2021 Sun

Apply feng shui to
existing
relationships

Simon
Brown

Students learn how to apply feng shui to a client
with relationship issues using YinYang, 5
transformations, lo shu, 9 ki and feng shui remedies

Students write feng shui protocols
for relationships

17 Jun 2021 Thu

Qi Kung

Filipa Silva

Practice basic qi kung movements to feel the
movement of chi.

Students practice with teacher.

19 Jun 2021 Sat

Shiatsu / Healing

Simon
Brown

Practice feeling chi with a friend through shiatsu.
Exercise on back, leg lengths, arm lengths. Learn
healing, stretching, percussion, pressure and
kneading.

Students practice with teacher.

20 Jun 2021 Sun

Apply feng shui to
money and finance

Simon
Brown

Students learn how to apply feng shui to a client
with financial issues using YinYang, 5
transformations, lo shu, 9 ki and feng shui remedies

Students write feng shui protocols
for finance

24 Jun 2021 Thu

Energetic
relationship with
home

Simon
Brown

Creating a loving relationship with our homes.

Students gain ideas for filling their
homes with love

26 Jun 2021 Sat

Practice Applying
Human Chi

Simon
Brown

Practice Applying understanding of Human Chi to
real life issues under supervision with review

Practice Applying Human Chi
under supervision with review

27 Jun 2021 Sun

Practice Applying
Feng Shui

Simon
Brown

Practice under supervision with review

Practice under supervision with
review

1 Jul 2021 Thu

Wabi Sabi

Simon
Brown

Learn how to engage the 5 sense in the home and
develop sensory relationships. Understand the ideas
of transient beauty, perspective and imperfection.

Show examples of wabi sabi in the
home.

3 Jul 2021 Sat

Wabi Sabi

Simon
Brown

Apply wabi sabi to design, materials, art, creativity
and bringing nature into the home.

Show example of using wabi sabi
in the home.

4 Jul 2021 Sun

Practice Applying
Feng Shui

Simon
Brown

Practice under supervision with review

Practice under supervision with
review

8 Jul 2021 Thu

Ethics

Simon
Brown

Explore creating a set of ethics, USF / USP and
business statement.

Students create a set of ethics,
USF / USP and business
statement.

10 Jul 2021 Sat

Creating a practice

Simon
Brown

Business administration, fee structure, website,
social media, advertising, marketing, niche
markets…

Students create a business plan.

11 Jul 2021 Sun

Applying feng shui
apartments

Simon
Brown

Setting up students to be able to apply feng shui to
2 apartments, 2 houses, 2 oﬃces and 2 shops,
beginning with apartments.

Students apply feng shui to 2
apartments

15 Jul 2021 Thu

Feng Shui Therapy
and life coaching

Simon
Brown

Gathering information, listening skills, judgement,
understanding people’s needs, mirroring, NLP,
summarising, questioning using the health coaching
method. Placebos / Nocebos

Practice

17 Jul 2021 Sat

Feng Shui Therapy
and life coaching

Simon
Brown

Gathering information, listening skills, judgement,
understanding people’s needs, mirroring, NLP,
summarising, questioning using the health coaching
method. Placebos / Nocebos

Practice

18 Jul 2021 Sun

Review of
Apartments

Simon
Brown

Review of students feng shui of apartments

Supervision of students work by
teacher

2 Sep 2021 Thu

Review of houses

Simon
Brown

Review of students feng shui of houses

Students apply feng shui to 2
houses

9 Sep 2021 Thu

Review of oﬃces

Simon
Brown

Review of students feng shui of oﬃces

Students apply feng shui to 2
oﬃces

16 Sep 2021 Thu

Review of shops

Simon
Brown

Review of students feng shui of shops

Students apply feng shui to 2
shops

23 Sep 2021 Thu

4

Day

Class

Teacher

Description

Outcome

Date

Cases Histories

Simon
Brown

Students work on developing 4 case histories
consisting of an apartment, house, oﬃce and shop

Supervision of students work by
teacher

30 Sep 2021 Thu

Cases Histories

Simon
Brown

Students work on developing 4 case histories
consisting of an apartment, house, oﬃce and shop

Supervision of students work by
teacher

7 Oct 2021 Thu

Cases Histories

Simon
Brown

Students work on developing 4 case histories
consisting of an apartment, house, oﬃce and shop

Supervision of students work by
teacher

14 Oct 2021 Thu

Cases Histories

Simon
Brown

Students work on developing 4 case histories
consisting of an apartment, house, oﬃce and shop

Supervision of students work by
teacher

21 Oct 2021 Thu

5

Day

